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We are FAWN 2.0 JA and this year we are going to give ourselves 
another challenge: by creating a company of object planning, 
modeling, prototyping and design, which may find its roots in the 
cultural identity of the operating context. Our enterprise aims at 



producing innovative design solutions for exhibition of objects 
made by firms working in the “wine and food field”. 

We have started business relationships with “Pistì” firm. After a 
meeting with the business expert and various discussions and 
planning, a new ides was born: “Waves Food”, our exhibitor for 
wine and food products. In order to obtain the structure we have 
used a technique applied in the shipyards of Sant’Agata di 
Militello, (in the province of Messina), the moulding of laminated 
timber. 

We have carried out a study of the above said specific technique 
during the school-job alternation project, aimed at applying the 
handcrafted nautical techniques to contemporary design. In the 
shipyard, in fact, they use this technique to build vessel parts.  

In this way, we have obtained a solid structure with a fascinating 
and elegant appearance. 

The “Waves Food” product is an exhibitor realized in marine 
plywood. The system used to make it is a lamellar structure that, 
through the assembling of thin wood layers, allowed getting 
peculiar and innovative shapes. The “Waves Food” name derives 
from an element that Sicilian people have in their heart: the sea. 

Two main parts form the name: Waves, from sea waves, and Food, 
the field on which we put our attention.  

“Waves Food” is a synthesis between image, matter and use. 

 

Project and Video realized by the students of Art and Design State High 
School, of IIS LS Piccolo of Capo d’ Orlando, with the supervision of Art 

and Design teacher Cappotto Mauro. 

Translation by teacher Aglio Valentina 



 

 


